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All Creatures Great and Small - Cecil Frances
Alexander 2012
Features a child surrounded by an adorable
array of animals who accompany her on forays
through flowering fields, near purple mountains,
and by a flowing river. On board pages.
James Herriot's Treasury of Inspirational
Stories for Children - James Herriot 2005-10
A collection of the author's stories for children,
including "Moses the Kitten," "The Market
Square Dog," and "Smudge, the Little Lost
Lamb."
The Lord God Made Them All - James Herriot
2013-01-01
The seventh instalment in James Herriot's
classic series of memoirs The fourth volume of
memoirs from the author who inspired the BBC
series All Creatures Great and Small Finally
home from London after his wartime service in
the RAF, James Herriot is settling back into life
as a country vet. While the world has changed
after the war, the blunt Yorkshire clients and

menagerie of beasts with weird and wonderful
ailments remain the same. But between his
young son, Jimmy, trailing him around aping his
every move, stubborn farmers refusing to try his
"new-fangled" treatments and a goat that has
eaten 293 tomatoes, Darrowby is far from quiet.
And with another baby on the way, life is about
to get even more chaotic... Since they were first
published, James Herriot's memoirs have sold
millions of copies and entranced generations of
animal lovers. Charming, funny and touching,
The Lord God Made Them All is a heart-warming
story of determination, love and companionship
from one of Britain's best-loved authors.
James Herriot - James Herriot 1999-11-01
Recounting the problems and joys of the life of a
countryside veterinary surgeon.
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner - Samuel
Taylor Coleridge 1906
All Creatures Great and Small - James Herriot
2014-05-06
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The classic multimillion copy bestseller Delve
into the magical, unforgettable world of James
Herriot, the world's most beloved veterinarian,
and his menagerie of heartwarming, funny, and
tragic animal patients. For over forty years,
generations of readers have thrilled to Herriot's
marvelous tales, deep love of life, and
extraordinary storytelling abilities. For decades,
Herriot roamed the remote, beautiful Yorkshire
Dales, treating every patient that came his way
from smallest to largest, and observing animals
and humans alike with his keen, loving eye. In
All Creatures Great and Small, we meet the
young Herriot as he takes up his calling and
discovers that the realities of veterinary practice
in rural Yorkshire are very different from the
sterile setting of veterinary school. Some visits
are heart-wrenchingly difficult, such as one to an
old man in the village whose very ill dog is his
only friend and companion, some are
lighthearted and fun, such as Herriot's periodic
visits to the overfed and pampered Pekinese

Tricki Woo who throws parties and has his own
stationery, and yet others are inspirational and
enlightening, such as Herriot's recollections of
poor farmers who will scrape their meager
earnings together to be able to get proper care
for their working animals. From seeing to his
patients in the depths of winter on the remotest
homesteads to dealing with uncooperative
owners and critically ill animals, Herriot
discovers the wondrous variety and neverending challenges of veterinary practice as his
humor, compassion, and love of the animal world
shine forth. James Herriot's memoirs have sold
80 million copies worldwide, and continue to
delight and entertain readers of all ages.
Dominion - Tom Holland 2019-09-05
'If great books encourage you to look at the
world in an entirely new way, then Dominion is a
very great book indeed . . . Written with terrific
learning, enthusiasm and good humour,
Holland's book is not just supremely provocative,
but often very funny' Sunday Times History Book
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of the Year Christianity is the most enduring and
influential legacy of the ancient world, and its
emergence the single most transformative
development in Western history. Even the
increasing number in the West today who have
abandoned the faith of their forebears, and
dismiss all religion as pointless superstition,
remain recognisably its heirs. Seen close-up, the
division between a sceptic and a believer may
seem unbridgeable. Widen the focus, though,
and Christianity's enduring impact upon the
West can be seen in the emergence of much that
has traditionally been cast as its nemesis: in
science, in secularism, and yes, even in atheism.
That is why Dominion will place the story of how
we came to be what we are, and how we think
the way that we do, in the broadest historical
context. Ranging in time from the Persian
invasion of Greece in 480 BC to the on-going
migration crisis in Europe today, and from
Nebuchadnezzar to the Beatles, it will explore
just what it was that made Christianity so

revolutionary and disruptive; how completely it
came to saturate the mind-set of Latin
Christendom; and why, in a West that has
become increasingly doubtful of religion's
claims, so many of its instincts remain
irredeemably Christian. The aim is twofold: to
make the reader appreciate just how novel and
uncanny were Christian teachings when they
first appeared in the world; and to make
ourselves, and all that we take for granted,
appear similarly strange in consequence. We
stand at the end-point of an extraordinary
transformation in the understanding of what it is
to be human: one that can only be fully
appreciated by tracing the arc of its parabola
over millennia.
All Things Wise and Wonderful: All Creatures
Great and Small Book 3 - James Herriot
1987-05-06
Contains Vets Might Fly and Vet in a Spin The
third volume of memoirs from the author who
inspired the BBC series All Creatures Great and
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Small Training as an RAF pilot in the smoke and
bustle of London is a far cry from James
Herriot's day job as a country vet in the
Yorkshire Dales. And while he is keen to serve
Queen and country, James cannot help but miss
his life in Darrowby - despite frequent
arguments between his colleagues, ornery cattle
and equally ornery farmers, and the continuing
saga of Cedric the flatulent dog. But most of all
he misses his wife Helen; pregnant with their
first child. The question is constantly hanging
over him - will he be going to war? And when
will he get to go home? Since they were first
published, James Herriot's memoirs have sold
millions of copies and entranced generations of
animal lovers. Charming, funny and touching, All
Things Wise and Wonderful is a heart-warming
story of determination, love and companionship
from one of Britain's best-loved authors.
All Creatures Great and Small - James Herriot
2020-09-17
The highs and lows of being a vet in the

Yorkshire Dales are perfectly captured in James
Herriot's All Creatures Great and Small which
contains If Only They Could Talk and It
Shouldn't Happen to a Vet.
All Things Wise and Wonderful - James
Herriot 2011-11-15
World War II intrudes on the pastoral life of the
Yorkshire veterinarian and #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of All Creatures Great
and Small. Only a couple of years after settling
into his new home in northern England, James
Herriot is called to war. In this series of
poignant and humorous episodes, the great
veterinarian shares his experiences training with
the Royal Air Force, pining for a pregnant wife,
and checking in on the people back home who
made his practice so fascinating. As the young
men of Yorkshire are sent into battle and
farmers consider the broader world they’re a
part of, Herriot reflects on the lives—human and
animal alike—that make his home worth fighting
for.
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Magpie Murders - Anthony Horowitz
2017-06-06
Soon to be a series on PBS MASTERPIECE! "A
double puzzle for puzzle fans, who don’t often
get the classicism they want from contemporary
thrillers." —Janet Maslin, The New York Times
New York Times bestseller | Winner of the
Macavity Award for Best Novel | #1 Indie Next
Pick | NPR best book of the Year | Washington
Post best book of the Year | Esquire best book of
the Year From the New York Times bestselling
author of Moriarty and Trigger Mortis, this
fiendishly brilliant, riveting thriller weaves a
classic whodunit worthy of Agatha Christie into
a chilling, ingeniously original modern-day
mystery. When editor Susan Ryeland is given the
manuscript of Alan Conway’s latest novel, she
has no reason to think it will be much different
from any of his others. After working with the
bestselling crime writer for years, she’s
intimately familiar with his detective, Atticus
Pünd, who solves mysteries disturbing sleepy

English villages. An homage to queens of classic
British crime such as Agatha Christie and
Dorothy Sayers, Alan’s traditional formula has
proved hugely successful. So successful that
Susan must continue to put up with his troubling
behavior if she wants to keep her job. Conway’s
latest tale has Atticus Pünd investigating a
murder at Pye Hall, a local manor house. Yes,
there are dead bodies and a host of intriguing
suspects, but the more Susan reads, the more
she’s convinced that there is another story
hidden in the pages of the manuscript: one of
real-life jealousy, greed, ruthless ambition, and
murder. Masterful, clever, and relentlessly
suspenseful, Magpie Murders is a deviously dark
take on vintage English crime fiction in which
the reader becomes the detective.
Vets Might Fly - James Herriot 2012-06-28
A few months of married bliss, a lovers' nest in
Darrowby and the wonders of home cooking are
rudely interrupted for James Herriot by the
Second World War. From the author whose
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books inspired the BBC series All Creatures
Great and Small, Vets Might Fly, James Herriot's
fifth volume of memoirs relocates him to a
training camp somewhere in England. And in
between square pounding and digging for
victory, he dreams of the people and livestock he
left behind him.
James Herriot - James Herriot 1990-09-01
All Creatures Great and Small))All Things Bright
and Beautiful))All Things Wise and
Wonderful))The Lord God Made Them All))4
A Court of Thorns and Roses - Perfection
Learning Corporation 2019
All Things Bright and Beautiful - James Herriot
2020-12-29
A tie-in to the upcoming PBS Masterpiece series
and Christmas special. The second volume in the
multimillion copy bestselling series. Millions of
readers have delighted in the wonderful
storytelling and everyday miracles of James
Herriot in the fifty years since his animal stories

were first introduced to the world. All Things
Bright and Beautiful is the beloved sequel to
Herriot's first collection, All Creatures Great and
Small, and picks up as Herriot, now newly
married, journeys among the remote hillside
farms and valley towns of the Yorkshire Dales,
caring for their inhabitants—both two- and fourlegged. Throughout, Herriot's deep compassion,
humor, and love of life shine as we laugh, cry,
and delight in the portraits of his many varied
animal patients and their equally varied owners.
The Best of James Herriot - James Herriot
1998-09-15
Full-color photographs and line drawings
complement an entertaining selection of
unforgettable episodes from the late Yorkshire
veterinarian's best-selling memoirs, from All
Creatures Great and Small to Every Living
Thing. 100,000 first printing.
Good Omens - Neil Gaiman 2011-06-28
The classic collaboration from the internationally
bestselling authors Neil Gaiman and Terry
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Pratchett, soon to be an original series starring
Michael Sheen and David Tennant. ?Season 2 of
Good Omens coming soon! “Good Omens . . . is
something like what would have happened if
Thomas Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo
had collaborated. Lots of literary inventiveness
in the plotting and chunks of very good writing
and characterization. It’s a wow. It would make
one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take
your pick.” —Washington Post According to The
Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter,
Witch (the world's only completely accurate
book of prophecies, written in 1655, before she
exploded), the world will end on a Saturday.
Next Saturday, in fact. Just before dinner. So the
armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is
rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring.
Everything appears to be going according to
Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and
a fast-living demon—both of whom have lived
amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning
and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are

not actually looking forward to the coming
Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced
the Antichrist . . .
The Hunt for the Golden Mole - Richard
Girling 2014-11-11
Taking as its narrative engine the hunt for an
animal that is legendarily rare, Richard Girling
writes an engaging and highly informative
history of humankind's interest in hunting and
collecting – what prompts us to do this? what
good might come of our need to catalog all the
living things of the natural world? Girling,
named Environmental Journalist of the Years
2008 and 2009, has here chronicled – through
the hunt for the Somali golden mole – the
development of the conservation movement, the
importance of diversity in the animal kingdom,
including humankind within this realm, as well
as a hard look at extinction. The Somali mole of
the title, first descibed in print in a text book
published in 1964, had as sole evidence of its
existence only the fragment of a jaw bone found
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in an owl pellet, a specimen that seemed to have
vanished as Girling began his exploration.
Intrigued by the elusiveness of this creature and
what the hunt for the facts of its existence might
tell us about extinction, he was drawn to the
dusty vaults of museums of natural history
where the most rare artifacts are stored and
catalogued, as he found himself caught up in the
need to track it down. Part quest, part travelog,
the book that results not only offers an
important voice to the scientific debate about
extinction and biodiversity it becomes an
environmental call to arms.
James Herriot's Favorite Dog Stories - James
Herriot 1996
Watercolor illustrations accompany a collection
of ten stories about dogs--from border collies
and sheepdogs to the exploits of Tricki Woo, the
unforgettable Pekinese
Laudato Si' - Pope Francis 2020-10-06
Laudato Si 'is Pope Francis' second encyclical
which focuses on the theme of the environment.

In fact, the Holy Father in his encyclical urges
all men and women of good will, the rulers and
all the powerful on earth to reflect deeply on the
theme of the environment and the care of our
planet. This is our common home, we must take
care of it and love it - the Holy Father tells us because its end is also ours.
Every Living Thing - James Herriot 2011-11-15
The #1 New York Times–bestselling author of All
Creatures Great and Small reflects on the
rewards of training the next generation of
veterinarians. As an aging James Herriot begins
to see more house pets than livestock, the
challenge of treating animals—and reassuring
their owners—provides plenty of excitement,
mystery, and moments of sheer delight. After
building up his own practice, the renowned
country vet begins to teach a new generation
about a business both old-fashioned and very
modern. He watches with pride as his own
children show a knack for medicine, and
remarks on the talents and quirks of a string of
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assistants. There is no perfecting the craft, since
people and their animals are all remarkably
different, but Herriot proves that the best
healers are also the most compassionate.
James Herriot's Dog Stories - James Herriot
1990-10-15
Tells the stories of fifty dogs and their unique
relationships with their owners
Fratelli Tutti - Pope Francis 2020-11-05
All Creatures Great and Small - Precious
Moments 2019-03-15
A picture book based on the classic hymn by
Cecil Frances Alexander.
If Only They Could Talk - James Herriot 2006
When the newly qualified vet, James Herriot,
arrives in the small Yorkshire village of
Darrowby, he has no idea of the new friends he
will meet or adventures that lie ahead. From the
author whose books inspired the BBC series All
Creatures Great and Small, this first volume of
unforgettable memoirs chronicles James

Herriot’s first years as a country vet, with the
signature storytelling magic that has made him a
favourite the world over. Here is a book for all
those who find laughter and joy in animals, and
who know and understand the magic of wild
places and beautiful countryside.
The Lord God Made Them All - James Herriot
2011-11-15
Adventures in the English countryside and
beyond with the Yorkshire veterinarian and #1
New York Times–bestselling author of All
Creatures Great and Small. When World War II
ends and James Herriot returns to his wife and
new family in the English countryside, he
dreams mostly of Sunday roasts and Yorkshire
puddings, but new adventure has a way of
tracking him down. Soon Herriot finds himself
escorting a large number of sheep on a steamer
to Russia, puzzling through the trials of
fatherhood, and finding creative ways to earn
the trust of suspicious neighbors who rely on
him for the wellbeing of their beloved animals.
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Herriot’s winning humor and self-deprecating
humanity shine through every page, and his
remarkable storytelling has captivated readers
for generations. “This is Herriot at his best,”
said the Washington Post of this New York Times
bestseller by the author of All Things Bright and
Beautiful and Every Living Thing. The Lord God
Made Them All is a true story of postwar
England that, according to the Columbus
Dispatch, “just explodes with the joy of living
and loving and caring.”
James Herriot - James Herriot 1982-04
This is a bestselling set with superb stories
cherished by millions of readers.The Lord God
Made them allall creatures great and smallall
things wise and wonderfulall things bright and
beautiful
Until the End of Time - Brian Greene
2020-02-18
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A captivating
exploration of deep time and humanity's search
for purpose, from the world-renowned physicist

and best-selling author of The Elegant Universe.
"Few humans share Greene’s mastery of both
the latest cosmological science and English
prose." —The New York Times Until the End of
Time is Brian Greene's breathtaking new
exploration of the cosmos and our quest to find
meaning in the face of this vast expanse. Greene
takes us on a journey from the big bang to the
end of time, exploring how lasting structures
formed, how life and mind emerged, and how we
grapple with our existence through narrative,
myth, religion, creative expression, science, the
quest for truth, and a deep longing for the
eternal. From particles to planets, consciousness
to creativity, matter to meaning—Brian Greene
allows us all to grasp and appreciate our fleeting
but utterly exquisite moment in the cosmos.
All Creatures Great and Small - James Herriot
1992-09-15
A country veterinary surgeon in Yorkshire
describes the joys and trials of his profession
and recalls his early career and experiences with
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his unique clientele
The World of All Creatures Great & Small All Creatures Great and Small 2021-10-28
A detailed behind-the-scenes look at PBS
Masterpiece's All Creatures Great and Small,
based on James Herriott's beloved classic book
series Welcome to the wonderful world of
Skeldale House: the veterinary surgery and
bustling waiting room for the locals of Darrowby
village and their animals. In this exclusive
behind-the-scenes book, go through the doors of
the famous 1930s practice and discover the reallife inspirations for the TV remake of All
Creatures Great & Small. Offering exclusive
insight into the making of the show, and paying
homage to its impressive heritage, including
Herriot's bestselling memoirs and the longrunning series, but also to the incredible
backdrop of the Yorkshire Dales, this book is the
ultimate celebration of a cast of characters human and animal - who have been bringing us
joy for over fifty years. Along with exclusive

interviews with the actors Nicholas Ralph,
Samuel West, Rachel Shenton, Callum
Woodhouse and Anna Madeley, you will get to
know everyone from the vet advisor, the animal
trainers and the animals themselves, to the
director Brian Percival, the make-up stylists and
the production team. Learn about their
adventures on- and off-screen as they went
about evoking the authentic experience of the
house, the practice and its unforgettable setting.
The Real James Herriot - Jim Wight 2000
A portrait of the author of "All Creatures Great
and Small" by his son describes the life and
times of the Yorkshire veterinarian, his devotion
to his family, his work as a rural veterinarian,
and his writings.
Tchaikovsky - Jeroen Koolbergen 1995
Account of the life and work of one of the world's
greatest composers.
Three James Herriot Classics - James Herriot
2011-11-15
The beloved New York Times bestsellers that
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inspired the popular BBC series—from a
Yorkshire veterinarian and a “wise and
wonderful writer” (The Boston Globe). Perhaps
better than any other writer, James Herriot
reveals the ties that bind us to the natural world.
Collected here are three of his masterpieces—All
Creatures Great and Small, All Things Bright
and Beautiful, and All Things Wise and
Wonderful—which have been winning over
animal lovers everywhere for almost fifty years.
From his night visits to drafty barns during
freezing northern England winters, to the
beautiful vitality of rural life in the summertime,
to the colorful menagerie of animals—and their
owners—that pass through his office, Herriot
vividly evokes the daily challenges and joys that
come with being a veterinarian. Witty and
heartwarming, this collection of whimsical,
dramatic, and touching anecdotes reveals the
ties that bind us to the animals in our lives. This
edition features a new introduction from the
author’s son and bonus archival photos.

All Creatures Great and Small - James Herriot
2013-01-01
The first two books in James Herriot's classic
series detailing life as a 1930s country vet.
James Herriot's stories about his life as a vet in
Yorkshire have charmed and delighted millions
of readers in the twenty years since his first
book If Only They Could Talk was published in
1972. All Creatures Great and Small is the first
James Herriot omnibus and contains If Only
They Could Talk and It Shouldn't Happen to a
Vet together with James and Helen's courtship
from Let Sleeping Vets Lie.
All Things Bright and Beautiful - Cecil F.
Alexander 2010-11-16
All things bright and beautiful; all creatures
great and small; all things wise and wonderful,
the incredible Ashley Bryan illustrates them all!
All Things Bright and Beautiful - James Herriot
1998-07-15
A Yorkshire veterinarian describes the
adventures and experiences of his career as he
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tends to sick cattle, pregnant ewes, ailing dogs,
and their eccentric owners, in a celebration of
the relationships between human and animal
All Creatures Great and Small - James Herriot
2011-11-15
From a Yorkshire veterinarian and a “wise and
wonderful writer”: The New York Times
bestseller and basis for the beloved BBC series
of the same name (The Boston Globe). In the
rolling dales of Yorkshire, a simple, rural region
of northern England, a young veterinarian from
Sunderland joins a new practice. A stranger in a
strange land, he must quickly learn the odd
dialect and humorous ways of the locals, master
outdated equipment, and do his best to mend,
treat, and heal pets and livestock alike. This
witty and heartwarming collection, based on the
author’s own experiences, became an
international success, spawning sequels and
winning over animal lovers everywhere. Perhaps
better than any other writer, James Herriot
reveals the ties that bind us to the creatures in

our lives.
All Creatures Great and Small - James Herriot
1973
The first-person account of a young veterinarian
starting his career in the Yorkshires.
The James Herriot Collection - James Herriot
1992
Contains six books including If Only They Could
Talk, Let Sleeping Vets Lie, It Shouldn't Happen
to a Vet, Vet in Harness, Vets Might Fly and Vet
in a Spin. These books form the basis for the
BBC TV series All Creatures Great and Small.
James Herriot's Animal Stories - James
Herriot 2015-07-07
When you enter the world of James Herriot's
Animal Stories, you'll share his wonder and
humor, his adventures and misadventures as he
contends with pet owners and landowners;
rough-spoken farmers and soft-spoken gentry;
orphaned lambs, litters of piglets and puppies,
cattle and draught horses; and a miscellany of
cats and dogs including, of course, Mrs.
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Pumphrey's inimitable Pekinese, Tricki Woo.
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